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Looking for a Hug
t is a very important program for a lot of people, and for some of them breakfast is the only meal that they have. We
have some men who are coming from 5 am, having a bowl of cereal, or coffee with a donut, and waiting for an hour
when breakfast will start being served. We can have from around 50-60 to 90 people per day.

All these people have their own
necessities, and their own life story. Working
with and for people is not easy, but it is
interesting.
Sometimes the breakfast program (as
someone noticed very precise) can be
compared as to a kindergarten, where some
kids want to impress other kids, when some
kids do not talk with other kids for some time
because of a toy, and when the kids help each
other and have strong sense of community by
sharing the same joy.
The breakfast program is a place where
you can meet at the same table someone who
is blaming the whole world for his own
mistakes, and a person who is blessing
everybody, and from whom peace you can
learn.
I was told many times that people are
Cornelius (left) & Daniel (right) proving that the hugging pill has no side effects
coming to the Mission because they can find
peace here, and I can see why this is happening, first because the Mission is build on living the faith and the Liturgical
Life, As a result St John’s became a family and as in every family you can have moments of tensions, and moments of
pure love. Recently we had an argument between two of our Breakfast program visitors, the result of which was very
unmerciful: a person told another “I will not speak with you anymore, I do not want to see you”, and few days after to see
them eating at the same table, and talking like nothing happened.
This Monday Feb.15 was Family Day, and we decided to keep our doors open for breakfast. At the beginning of the
day Mike joked and said: “Oh, now, if we are a family, we should get some hugs.” I answered him that
actually this is a very good idea, so I start hugging each person that wanted a hug. Later, at some point
one of our regular “guests” said: “Hey Cornelius, did you get a hugging pill this morning, are you ok?”
At the end of that day I learned in a way how nice is to hug people who you do not even know
very well, but being open to them and living even for a short time the same moments together
makes you to understand better what is it like to be a human person.
The Program even if it is a very hard and requires a lot of dedication and
attention, gives also an opportunity to see the beauty of the simplicity of the life
of the poor and marginalized people.
Cornelius
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Getting into Trouble!

came to the mission through my Social Service
Worker school placement at George Brown in January
of 2015. St John the Compassionate Mission has been
a place of reprieve and
nourishment in every sense
of the word. It is a
community unlike any
other, and I found myself
there even after my
placement ended.
The Kidz Klub has a
history at St John's that
goes back long before I
became involved with it,
however the program had
taken a little break. It was
suggested to Charrissa and
I that the we bring it back.
When it first started it up
again the numbers were few and
there were more volunteers than kids. Now after some
reaching out with much hard work from Charrissa
especially, we have a good sized group with kids from the
neighbourhood and the parish. The diversity at the kids
program is also part of what makes it wonderful as the

T

ages currently range from 4 to 12, and there also different
cultural backgrounds. On any given Saturday we can be
found getting up to all kinds of trouble, and by trouble I
mean crafts and fun
activities. With all that
energy in one place there is
never a dull afternoon
finding ways to spend that
energy. Activities have
includes
science
experiments, scavenger
hunts, pizza making and
sometimes a just running
around outside. There is
also no shortage of wisdom
from the very young with
suggestions and life
advice, ranging from
fashion to relationships to
what phone is the best on the
market. They have attempted to teach me many things
such as how to do cartwheels, win arm wrestling
competitions and educate me on the back stories of video
game characters. Imagination also has truly no limits, as
continued on p. 4

A Blessing in Disguise

he past few months that I've spent volunteering at St John the Compassionate Mission have been one of the
most enriching experiences in my life. My current situation has
allowed me the freedom to come in nearly every day and do my
part in helping the community. New volunteers almost always seem to
start out with washing and drying dishes, and I was no exception. Soon
afterwards, I moved on to food prep and then it was on to being the
assistant cook for awhile. Serving, cleaning up, meal set-ups, general
housekeeping, and even electrical handyman duties soon followed. I
wanted to utilize all the skills that I had previously acquired to do what I
could to help out and make a difference.
I was working full-time in construction until I was unexpectedly laid
off due to a large downsizing. Taking this as a blessing in disguise, I was
able to attend the Fire and Emergency Services Training Institute and
graduate from the Pre-Service Firefighting program. It was a very physical
and mental challenge to overcome, and there was a great sense of pride
and achievement that came with it. However, something still felt
incomplete. Firefighters are supposed to be close with their communities!
The majority of my classmates had years of volunteer experience under their belts, and I had nothing.

I came in for the Volunteer Orientation on a Wednesday afternoon, and have been here ever since. The Mission and
everyone there has given me the structure and stability that I've been missing in my life after the layoff and after
completing my course. I am overwhelmed and grateful for the sense of community that I feel each day that I'm there. I
would like to thank Bob and Father Roberto, but also all the other staff, volunteers, people (and pets) that come to St
John's. I look forward to continuing to be involved with the Mission and to grow with you like a family.
Wilson
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A Small Surprise

s part of my first year as a student in the Social meal and be on your way there are many places in Toronto
Service Worker program at Humber College I am to find this. Finding a place that makes you feel as if you’re
a part of something can be a lot
required to do a four month
harder. Sure, it is the free food that
field placement. I am familiar with
gets people through the doors, but
a lot of different drop in centres,
allowing them to feel like they
food banks and soup kitchens so I
belong is what helps St John’s
was unsure what to expect when I
stands out from other drop ins. In
accepted a placement at St John’s.
my first few days here, as I was
My first thought was “Great, I
getting to know people, there
have to spend the next four
were times when I wasn’t sure if
months at another drop in”. On the
the person I was talking to was
first day I could tell that St John’s
staff, a volunteer, or someone
is anything but just another drop in
who was just here to eat and
centre. The first thing I noticed
relax. Some might find this
was that everybody seemed to
confusing, but for me it really
know each other. It didn’t matter
helped to highlight that word I
if it was a staff member, a
kept hearing: community. I have
volunteer or somebody who was
only been here for a little over
there to eat breakfast, everybody
month but it feels like it has been
was talking to someone. Seeing
how comfortable everybody was Alan, the social worker student doing paper work at the Mission much longer. I now understand
made it easy for me to start talking to people. In almost why everyone keeps telling me that St John’s is not a drop
every conversation, over and over, I would hear the word in centre, but a community house, and over the next few
“community”. The more I heard about community, the months I am looking forward to being a part of this
more I begun to understand what it is that makes St John’s community.
different. If you are looking for somewhere to get a free
Alan de Pass

The Neighbourhood I Love
Hello,
I hope everyone has enjoyed their holidays, and is
settling in nicely to 2016. With Ashley’s departure last
year
some
people may be
wondering what
is
happening
with Kettle of
Fish Programs...
I
am
very
excited
to
announce my
role
at
St
John’s; I am the
new Market Coordinator for Food for Families! I have
been volunteering at the Mission for over a year and a
half. First, I started out as a Peer Leader for the Diabetes
Prevention Program; and then I slowly began spending
more and more time at the Mission. Last year, I was an
active member of the St John’s Gardening Club, as well
as the Summer Walking Group. Both of which I hope to
continue running in 2016.
With a background in Social Service Work and Peer
Support Work, I feel that Food for Families is the perfect

place for me. In the summer of 2015 I gained valuable
experience as the Market Coordinator for the Ralph
Thornton Centre-Riverdale Good Food Market, held
weekly
from
May
until
November.
Food security
is a passion of
mine, and I feel
that accessing
fresh food is a
right. I am so
happy to be
able to lead this
wonderful
program that helps so many families and members of our
community.
This neighbourhood is very important to me; I have
been living in Riverdale for over five years, and have
always felt at home here at the Mission. When I’m not at
St John’s? You may be able to spot me riding my
longboard down Broadview Ave. (weather permitting), or
working at the Danforth Music Hall!
Sharon
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one can be a ninja or a tiger or a princess or... a container of mustard if one tries. Outdoor activities
are always a winner as well where cops and robbers is the most favored game. Those crafty robbers
are always making jail breaks!
We are also blessed with a group of kind hearted volunteers who have much to offer as some are
teachers in the making and others who just want to be around young hearts. On some Saturdays we
have groups of 15+ children and I am especially grateful for the great work of everyone involved.
Their commitment is what makes the Kidz Klub a success and without them it would not be possible.
So far the Kidz Klub has been a lot of fun and a learning experience for everyone. Every
Saturday afternoon is a new adventure!
Cassandra
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A Community in the Making!

n Saturday February 6th, 2016 St John the
Compassionate Mission celebrated its belated
30th birthday (actual date 31st January 1986). The
evening started out with vespers at 6pm. It was well
attended with a good mix of people from the parish and the
Mission.
After vespers there was a slide show entitled "A Vision of
Faith and Beauty". It was based on the early years of the
Mission on Blake Street. Fr Roberto gave us a look into the
life of the Mission and what it was like to start without
much. Joanna, a long-time member of St John's helped out
with identifying who some of the people were in the photos.
Fr Roberto also gave a wonderful talk on life and
community. He spoke of his time leading the Mission as a
deacon and elaborated on the ethos of St John's and the
beliefs and motivation that inspired its creation and the
continuing relationship between the Mission and the parish
and their essential unity.

By Henry, the man who keeps the Mission and our paths clean

Then, the "Time of Résistance", a very beautiful and
generous variety of different dishes was put out for
everyone to enjoy. The meal was the gift of Simona to the
community of St John's. It is no exaggeration to say that it
was her gift that inspired the celebration and made it
possible.
The evening continued with chatter and eating and
socializing – much as it has done at the Mission for the last
30 years!

Please remember the Mission in your will.
You can’t take it with you!
Memorial Dinners offered in Memory of a loved one.

Needs List:
Fresh Fruit & Vegetables
Dry Beans & Lentils
Dry Spices/Herbs/Pepper

Can Tomatoes
Dry Cereal
Coffee/Sugar
Parboiled Rice
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